
Legacy Bay & Bow Window Series

Beauty is only
the beginning
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Windows are an important component of any home – bringing in natural light, affecting the home’s overall look, and 
framing the world outside. Our bay and bow windows are made with skilled craftsmanship and from high quality 
materials. Each is structurally sound and mulled together with solid 
wood mullions. The interior showcases real wood trim around each 
individual window, as opposed to the commercial solid white look of 
vinyl mulled units. 

General Information

Bay Bow Design Features

STANDARD DESIGN FEATURES

CNC Precision & Dowel Pin Location

The foundation for quality when building  windows is in the plywood 
frame and vertical mullions. If these two design elements are subpar, then 

Dual Mullion Construction

seat, then runs to the nut connection at head board. 

The combination of these two design elements is unmatched in strength and sta

Offset Nose Design & Exterior Appearance

casing away, creating an overhang. The overhang aids in water 
deflection and leaves a seamless nose molding without any 

edge at the top of the unit works to direct water away from these 
important connections.

Seamless Nose 
       Molding

     Drip Edge
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Dead Stop Installation

Insert windows are independently installed 
and are mulled together using our “Dual 

combine virtually any window styles. 

can be removed individually if needed.

Moisture Resistant Filler

provides unprecedented structural stabil
ity to the frame but also acts as a moisture 

densation associated with ambient air and 

Weeped Sill Pan System

Every  window features a fully 
integrated and weeped sill pan – carefully 
designed to provide an efficient second

sloped sill feeds into large water chambers 
that drain through discreetly fabricated 

The weep holes are baffled to reduce wind 

unlikely case that water or condensation 
reaches the internal assembly, the panning 
system protects the window from damage 
and keeps it dry.

Insulated Sill

In a world of growing energy concerns 
and rising energy costs, insulating the seat 

board helps lower energy costs and pro
tects against cold air transfer, condensation 

bow windows come standard with an in
sulated seat board that has been integrated 
seamlessly into the window’s overall design.

Weep hole 

Bay Bow Design Features
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Bay Bow Decorative Options

Roofing Material options

Plywood

wood shingles.

Painted Aluminum

Copper
There is nothing that compares to the sophistication 

window. Intricately detailed and finely finished, these 
precision roofing systems arrive ready to install. 

Solid-Surface Seat Boards

waterproof seat board with a flair all its own. 

Laminated Interiors

Interior lamination adds durability – helping to protect 
against dings and water dam

laminated interiors are avail

only lamination or entire 
interior plywood lamination.

Recessed Lighting

cord with switch. 

White Polished Copper

White Satin Nickel Brushed Copper

LED Lighting

Real Wood Interior Trim

The interior of your new  window 

interior trim adds warmth and craftsman
ship to these showcase windows. The 
molded trim breaks up an otherwise flat 
and bland appearance making the bay or bow feel like 

Finished Interiors

Factory-finished interiors can save you time, money 
and the potential for costly mistakes. During the 
factory pre-finishing we are able to individually finish 
each component in a clean humidity controlled 
environment and then assemble your unit.

Polished Bronze

Traditional Lighting
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